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VICS
Justin vs. The Faucet
Justin Anantawan is a VICS volunteer, teaching at St. John’s Basic Cycle School for the
Deaf in Serekunda, The Gambia. He writes wonderful journal entries and is an amazing
photographer. VICS tends to share stories of ‘life giving’ volunteer experiences, but the
truth is, part of volunteering is about getting through each day, adapting and
experiencing situations through new eyes. Justin shares one of these experiences.
will relate a funny incident that tested my technical ingenuity and
from which I emerged victorious. A couple hours ago I was trying 
to take a shower. During the past few days, I was having issues with
the faucet because when I turned the knob, water would leak from 
it and most of it would not go
through the showerhead. So, I
ended up unfastening the knob
completely, kneeling and letting
any water that came out of the pipe
run over my body. Unfortunately,
today the rubber stopper attached
to the knob came loose and fell
down the drain. So, I could not
refasten the knob to stop the water
from flowing. I panicked because
Albert (maintenance support) was
off and I could not call him in the
middle of the night to come fix the
faucet. I knew I had to deal with it
somehow or waste a whole night’s
worth of water. So, I stuffed into
the faucet a ribbon of fabric I found
lying around. It worked somewhat
but there was still water coming
through the fabric. I rethought my
plan, got a small plastic bag and stuffed it in there, fastening the
outside with the fabric. This worked better, reducing the water to a
fast drip. However, after ten minutes, the water pressure caused the
bag to burst and water started flowing again. My next option would
have been to stop the water coming to the house, but the two night-
watchmen had no idea how to do this. Then I thought perhaps one
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of the candles I bought would be the right
size to fit in the faucet. It wasn’t. Finally, I
remembered my roommate in Jamaica telling
me that whenever his neighbours stole the
plug from his outdoor washing basin, he
would carve a new plug out of foam. I did
not have foam but then I remembered that
just a few hours ago I had bought something
from the market that could be carved: a
carrot! So, I took a carrot out of the fridge,
got my knife, kept peeling until it was the
exact size of the faucet, stuffed it in the hole
and fastened it with the fabric. Voilà!
Problem solved. Life is good.” n
